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NEW QUESTION: 1
From the ''Graduation'' worksheet. Move the chart to a new
chart sheet named ''Graduation Chart.'' Check the Solution
below.
Answer:
Explanation:
Right click on the chart. Click move chart. Click new sheet and
rename it.

NEW QUESTION: 2
When considering the design of the E-Commerce topology which of

the following are true?
A. In all cases there will be configuration requirements for
direct access to any servers or for nonload- balanced sessions
initiated by the servers
B. One-armed SLB design with two firewall layers ensures that
non load-balanced traffic still traverses the ACE so that the
health and performance of the servers is still being monitored
C. One-armed SLB design with multiple security contexts removes
the need for a separate firewall in the core layer
D. Two-firewall-layer SLB design considers the aggregation and
access layers to be trusted zones, requiring no security
between the web, application, and database zones
Answer: C
Explanation:
Section: Exam A

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option C
B. Option D
C. Option B
D. Option A
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation VLAN 1 is the default VLAN on Cisco switch. It
always exists and can not be added, modified or removed. VLANs
1002-1005 are default VLANs for FDDI &amp; Token Ring and they
can't be deleted or used for Ethernet.

NEW QUESTION: 4
VLAN
Your colleague has built a Layer 2 network in your client
locations. You must verify the configuration and fix any issues
identified as per customer requirements.
Customer requirements:
+ Verify if switch ports are assigned correct VLANs as shown in
topology. Identify and fix any misconfiguration found in three
switches
+ Verify if trunk links are operational between switches and
the IEEE 802.1Q trunk encapsulation method is used. Identify
and fix any misconfiguration found in trunk configuration
+ You must make sure ports connected between switches are set
as trunk ports
Answer:
Explanation:
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